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About This Game
welcome to the virtual world, where you can become whoever you want!
Nexus - is a real life simulator, your every action will affect the life of Your character,
the basic idea of the project is to give players complete freedom in the vast giant world.
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Title: Nexus
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
INEFFABLE
Publisher:
INEFFABLE
Release Date: 25 May, 2019
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 64
Processor: Intel Core i5-2400/AMD FX-8320
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 660 / Radeon HD 7850
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 15 GB available space

English,Russian
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Release day! A foreword from the solo-developer.:
G'day to my fellow gamers,
Like many of you, I have probably spent way too much time gaming when I was younger instead of focusing on my study.
Fortunately, I somehow managed to graduate university, and got a career as a research scientist[halfgeek.blog].
However, years later, I kept on hearing that voice in my mind, a reminder of missed opportunities to chase my younger self's
dream of being a game developer. I didn't want to reach middle-age as a miserable old man...
So I did it, I didn't know anything about coding, but I quit my career in research to chase that elusive dream. I started with tiny
games to learn to code and progressed further as I learnt more.
A few years later and a few games wiser, today, my biggest project which has occupied nearly the last 3 years of my life is
releasing on Steam.
If I could describe what Nomads of the Fallen Star is briefly, it is an intelligent economic simulation that creates emergent
gameplay opportunities for the player.
Your decisions matter. It will affect the gameworld, as factions wage war to conquer territory, as the colonists and merchants
roam & work the wasteland to survive... you will be there among them, how central a role you want to play is up to you.
The story (main and side) is personal. It's themes are duty and personal responsibility and I hope many of you manage to reach
the end. I look forward to hearing your thoughts and feedback, as well as any bug reports (hopefully not too many!) you may
find in your play.
I hope the game will be well received, if it manages to sell I can continue this gamedev journey towards greater games in the
future. If it bombs, let it be an example, for anything worthwhile in life is hard.
Regards,
Huy
ps. If you're a content creator or curator on Steam and interested in reviewing this title, feel free to contact me on twitter
(@AH_Phan) or email.. Improved graphics:
Anti-aliasing and color correction post effects have been added to improve graphics.. Update 0.95.9 Out Now (Experimental):
0.95.9 is out now! This is on experimental only, to opt-in you have to right-click on Kenshi in your Steam games list ->
properties -> betas tab -> then choose “experimental”. 0.93.28[lofigames.com] is the current stable version.

0.95.9. Q&A with Irony Curtain Team!:
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Comrades,
Usually, d̶i̶c̶t̶a̶t̶o̶r̶s benevolent Fathers of a Nation don’t tend to answer questions – they ask them!
But today the tables turn – go ahead and ❓ask anything❓: the Irony Curtain dev Team will answer all your conundrums in an
Irony Q&A!
Ask away in the comments below and at the beginning of February we'll answer them all in a Q&A video. ��
Meanwhile, don't forget to add Irony Curtain to your wishlist!

. Воин
Хинора Age of Fear 4: The Iron Killer Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies The Wild Eight Walkerman Soundtrack available and
patch plans,:
We've released the soundtrack for Walkerman in high-quality .flac files for those interested in supporting our musician, Walker
Peterson. All proceeds from soundtrack purchases go to him entirely.
We are also working on a content patch. This content patch before Act 3 is going to expand the Act 2 combat/investigation
segment similar to the 1.25 patch for Act 1. This is the final content patch for Act 2, but not the final bugfixing patch.. Bug
Patch:
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A few bugs have been found and we squashed them!

Fixed a bug that caused crates to collide with uninstantiated blocks in the level editor.
Fixed a bug where standing on blocks at a specific y-coordinate would crash the game.
. Update 0.28.1:
- added the Blue Braid (accessory for all classes)
- added a limitation of the number of profile pictures loaded at once
- added a lock icon on password protected servers
- added an autoscramble system that shuffle teams if teams are unbalanced at the end of a match
- fixed killfeed icon for Zombie Ninja
- fixed line break not working when writing a private message
- fixed error message not showing up when a trade is canceled
- updated quickplay system to try to fill up more servers
- updated localization files. 01. June Update:
Added Chest and Key system.
- Chests randomly drop after matches.
- Keys can be purchased via the new chest/key interface.
- Unlocking a chest will give you four items, including exclusive items not available via the normal drop system.
Launcher now shows any items which have been received after a match.
Prevent low skill bots from performing wallpass/chargepass.
Unlock beginner skill bots in play offline.
Hide clubs pending a redesign (don't worry, they'll be back!).
Fix server password prompt button size.
Show player profiles in global chat.
Add welcome page for new players.
Open player stats tab via the community menu, instead of always opening.
Fixed some effects in Desert.
Minor text fixes.. Frostpunk Update 1.1.2 | People and Automatons - Hotfix:
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Hello, Citizens!
A few days ago we released Update 1.1.2 which - among other things - introduced a number of improvements to the game and
allowed you to name characters and automatons, and polished some visual aspects of the game. Unfortunately, it turned out that
it also contained a bug that made saving and loading difficult, or - at times - impossible. Thanks to your help we have been
able to identify the problem, find the cause and eradicate it, so a big thanks to every single one of you who was kind enough
to provide us with the files we have requested. Long story short, here are the details of today's hotfix, which weights around
6MB.

List of changes:
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